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Abstract

Sport is widely used as a vehicle for promoting business. Global brands invest tens of millions of euros in high performance athletes, top teams, and popular sporting events. Studies have also shown the potentiality of sport in the business context. However, relatively few studies have focused on the interaction of business and sport from a value-creation perspective. Knowledge focusing on value creation within and through sport is scattered throughout literature and a systematic understanding of how value creation manifests itself in a business context is lacking. Using a systematic literature review and inductive analysis of 44 empirical studies, the article presents six identified topics that represent the various angles to value creation in the nexus between sport and business. The topics are 1) the many shades of value, 2) brands and sponsorship as value-creators, 3) the value of CSR in and through sport, 4) sport as a network and platform, 5) sport for developing organisations internally, and 6) value congruence and identification. The article contributes to both business management and sports management. The article proposes theoretical and managerial implications and identifies avenues for further research.
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1. Introduction

Roger Federer (tennis), LeBron James (basketball), and Cristiano Ronaldo (soccer) were the three most valuable athletes in terms of endorsements 2017. Each
of them earned more than 30 million US dollars from sponsorship contracts [1]. At same time, the English Premier League announced that it has earned over 5.1 billion pounds for selling the television rights to the 2016/17, 2017/18, and 2018/19 seasons [2]. These, and numerous other examples of money spent on sport reflect a strong conviction that sport is useful vehicle for promoting business. Academic literature has also confirmed this claim. Research on the topic has shown that sponsorship announcements can have a positive effect on a firm’s share price [3] [4] [5] and sponsorship also has an impact on the different antecedents of brand equity, such as corporate image, brand image, brand awareness, and brand personality [6]. Thus, it is not surprising that brands and firms all over the world invest big amounts of money in high performance athletes, top teams, and popular sporting events. Global sponsorship revenue has almost doubled within the last ten years from 37.9 (2007) to 60.2 (2016) billion dollars [7]. By investing in sponsorship, firms either expect direct business benefits such as increased brand equity and sales or they indirectly use sport as a platform to demonstrate their involvement in corporate social responsibility (CSR) [8] [9].

Although many studies have shown the potential of sport in a business context [10], relatively few studies have focused on the interaction of business and sport from a value-creation perspective. Value creation has been touched upon in functionally oriented studies which have shown that sport can bring value, amongst other things, to management [11] [12], consumer marketing [13] [14], and communicating corporate social responsibility [15] [16]. However, these studies have not shed any light on the value-creation process itself. To further elaborate, if studies have focused on value creation between sport and business, they have examined the value exchange between parts, not as a co-created process, where the parts form a kind of joint agency. Although some studies have adopted the value-creation approach in a sports context [17], they are mainly focused on the collaboration between sport and fans—not between sport and business. What is particularly lacking is an extensive synthesis of the complexity of value co-creation in the nexus of sport and business.

What seems quite clear, however, is that sport’s value cannot be measured solely by monetary metrics. Many studies have shown that sport inspires people at an emotional and symbolic level [18] [19]. Adapting a pluralistic view of value [20], this study accepts that value can be hidden in various places and take different forms. Using a systematic review of the literature, we aim to answer following research question: how does value creation manifest itself in the nexus of sport and business?

We adopt the view that “value” is the perceived utility derived from the use of the value proposition (e.g. branding through top athletes). “Value creation” does not happen in isolation, but is created when the value beneficiary accepts the value propositions offered by the value provider (e.g. firms’ PR activities at sporting events). By “nexus” we refer to the institutionalised practices (e.g.
sponsorship deals) and informal interplay (e.g. spontaneous fan behaviour) embedded in the network of actors (individuals and organisations). Using the actor-to-actor (A2A) approach, we disassociate actors from the predesigned roles of consumers as value beneficiaries and firms as value providers [21]. Instead of fixed roles, we adopt the view that “all actors fundamentally do the same things: integrate resources and engage in [...] exchange, all in the process of co-creating value” ([21], p. 7).

While sports management is a hybrid discipline [22], for-profit and not-for-profit sports organisations and firms share a common interest in value creation [23]. In other words, in conjunction with the focus placed on the sporting activities themselves, directors of non-profit sports organisations are as deeply concerned about their financial future as their business colleagues are. Therefore, the predesigned roles of value provider and beneficiary in the area of sport and business are blurred in this study. Instead, we focus on the nexus where multiple forms of value are co-created. However, in order to contribute to management research by studying the value co-creation process, we believe it useful to consider some typical (albeit particular) features of sport, such as emotional experiences, the irrational passions of fans, high-level brand loyalty, vicarious identification, on-field winning over profit, and the variable quality of “sports products” [24] [25]. We expect that, due to these features, the nexus under investigation will provide its own particularities, and therefore it will be useful to explore value creation in the context of the sport-business nexus, rather than approaching business and sport separately. That is to say, including sport in the nexus allows us to utilise, for example, the emotional value creation process differently than when sport is excluded. Therefore, we argue that by uncovering aspects hitherto hidden in earlier studies on the nexus between sport and business, we can extend the prevailing knowledge on value co-creation in management literature [26] [27] in the nexus of different fields. By understanding “management” as all aspects of business studies, including, amongst other things, management, marketing, and finance [22], we will provide a synthesis of studies that touch upon the issues of value creation through the nexus of sport and business.

As our review also focuses on the sports context, it can also be used to advance sports-management research in at least in two ways. Firstly, as Chalip [22] and Costa [28] have stressed, in order to develop as a serious field of research, sports management studies must follow a sophisticated and rigorous research design. A systematic review and analysis of the existing literature fulfils this need. A systematic review and analysis are necessary for building sports-management theory. Secondly, due to the characteristics of the field, sports-management research should adopt a cross- and multidisciplinary perspective [22] [28] [29]. By applying a pluralistic view of value creation to various aspects of sports management, such as branding, corporate social responsibility, and networking, the review is not limited to specific disciplines, but takes a cross- and multidisciplinary approach.
By performing a systematic literature review [30] [31] this study integrates existing information and provides a new understanding of the various aspects of value creation in the nexus of sport and business. Instead of focusing on one theoretical framework, we use several theoretical approaches. In so doing, we believe that the review will provide insight into the complexity of value co-creation in the nexus of sport and business. We also present and discuss practical implications, which we believe will be useful for firms considering how they might exploit sport to develop their business. In addition, the review provides insights into sports organisations that they can then use to create tempting value propositions for firms.

This article is organised as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical backgrounds are described. We use several theoretical approaches. Section 3 presents the methods and research design used. In Section 4, the results of the systematic literature review are presented. Finally, in Section 5, the results are discussed and conclusions (both theoretical and managerial) are drawn, with suggestions for avenues for further research.

2. Theoretical Background for Value Creation in the Nexus of Sport and Business

Several theoretical perspectives on value creation have been introduced in management literature since the 1930s. Theories on transaction costs (Ronald Coase), innovation (Joseph Schumpeter), the value chain (Michael Porter), as well as the resource-based view of firms (Edith Penrose) are all very much based on the assumption that the development of external value (especially customer value) is largely based on a company’s internal resources and capabilities in value creation [32]. In addition, the social capital theory and the network approach have been offered as complementary sources for value-creation. According to these views, a firm’s value is created in long-term relationships between buyer and supplier, as well as other partners, by acquiring the firm’s external resources to produce competitive products and services within the markets [33]. In the network approach, social exchange plays a major role in and between economic transactions [34].

However, more recently, a new and even more relational approach to value creation has been offered, especially in marketing literature. Referring to the service-dominant logic, value creation in the 21st century occurs in dynamic exchange relationships [26]. Co-creation is fundamentally embedded as part of the value concept in service-dominant logic. Conceptually, co-creation may be understood as a general approach covering all specific occasions in which firms and customers generate value through interaction [35]. According to this approach, value is created in the processes between supplier and customer [36]. Besides co-creation, resource integration and network approaches are also essentially embedded in service-dominant logic. Unlike the traditional value-chain approach, in service-dominant logic, all essential actors (or economic entities) pro-
vide resources in exchange processes in which the value is co-created between each partner [26]. Accordingly, value is created in exchange processes in which different partners interact with others, both as value-creators and value-beneficiaries, without an explicit division between customers and providers [35]. Value co-creation has been widely adopted, especially in service and marketing literature but also in innovation and technology management, including business-to-business as well as to business-to-customer settings [27].

In the literature, sport has been described as a social context that connects different actors through the exchange of resources and participation [37]. Both “in sports” and “through sports” perspectives are necessarily involved in the management and sports management literature. By “in sports”, we are often referring to the management and marketing of a sports team or other sporting entity, whereas Shilbury et al. [38] present “through sports” rather as a firm’s perspective on value-creation. According to this view, sport serves as a platform on which to achieve different business-related goals, such as brand awareness or increased sales by advertising or branding through sports [39]. However, in the earlier research these two views are often kept separate and they are also restricted to the limited amount of actors in touch with the sports entity or firm. Contrary to this, in the current study we explore the relational aspects of value creation (such as networks and service-dominant logic) and demonstrate how value creation occurs in the complex context of sports. Thus sport is considered as a platform that connects different actors as well as different perspectives (in and through sports).

Sport as a particular field with particular features allows the sports-business nexus certain qualities that make the co-creation nexus worthwhile examining and including in management literature. Moreover, it is also assumed in this study that value creation may take several different forms. The literature suggests several approaches to value. Sheth et al. [40], for example, have introduced the five values that influence consumer behaviour as follows: functional value as “the perceived utility acquired from an alternative’s capacity for functional, utilitarian, or physical performance” ([40], p. 160), social value as “the perceived utility acquired from an alternative’s association with one or more specific social groups” ([40], p. 161), emotional value as “the perceived utility acquired from an alternative’s capacity to arouse feelings or affective states” ([40], p. 161), epistemic value as “the perceived utility acquired from an alternative’s capacity to arouse curiosity, provide novelty, and/or satisfy a desire for knowledge” ([40], p. 162), and conditional value as “the perceived utility acquired by an alternative as the result of a specific situation or set of circumstances facing the choice maker” ([40], p. 162). Rintamäki et al. [41] have addressed value from the provider’s perspective. According to them, a customer value proposition can be based on economic value (focus on price), functional value (focus on solutions), emotional value (focus on customer experience), and symbolic value (focus on meanings). The above-mentioned categorisations are used as interpretative frames to explore value in the nexus of sport and business.
We assume that one single form of value doesn’t necessarily provide value alone but the development of value requires interaction between different actors as well as different sources of value. The literature has demonstrated the relevance of relational and interactive processes in value creation. Accordingly, the development of a firm’s economic value might be dependent on functional, emotional, or symbolic forms of value. This interaction might take place inside the organisation or between different organisations as well as between the organisation and its customers (or other constituents). For example, the different components of functional value enhance the economic value of a firm. Research has shown that lower turnover enhances the effectiveness and productivity of a firm, which in turn affects a firm’s financial performance [42]. However, from a company perspective, it is often a prerequisite that external constituents experience the symbolic or emotional value that, in turn, enables the development of a functional or economic value for a firm. As an example of this, research on consumer behaviour has attached the customer’s emotional value, as well as their re-purchase behaviour, essentially to satisfaction and loyalty [43]. Also, customer-based brand equity has been shown to affect firms’ financial performance [44].

In accordance with this, we aim to explore the different sources of value as well as the possible interaction of values especially in the context of the sports-business nexus. It is supposed that value-creation may also take several forms in the context of this study. It is also presumed that interaction as well as co-creation are essential elements in the value creation process between different actors who participate in sport in their various roles. Even though value-creation is approached in this study particularly from a business perspective, it must be noted that other actors also have a key role in the analysis, due to the co-creative and interactive nature of value creation in and through sports.

3. Research Design and Methods

In this study, sport is understood in all its forms (commercial, amateur, and non-profit). In our understanding, the value potential of a sports organisation cannot be exhaustively defined by the form of the sports organisation. As an illustrative example, there are numerous non-profit sports organisations that have a turnover of billions of euros. Instead focusing on the differences between sports organisations, we emphasise the similarities between them. Emotional experiences, uncertainty of outcome, vicarious identification, the passions of fans, and the variable quality of sports products [25], amongst other elements, are seen in this study as characteristics that unite, not divide, commercial, amateur, and non-profit sports organisations. These are also characteristics that create useful opportunities for companies.

This study undertook a systematic review of the literature. A systematic literature review is a method that helps by “making sense of large bodies of information” and enables the uncovering of “areas where spurious certainty abounds”
[31]. As a research approach, the systematic literature review was better known in medical sciences but was later adapted to include social sciences as well as management studies. For example, Trandfield et al. [30] argue for the evidence-based approach that a systematic literature review can provide for management studies by synthesising research as well as accumulating knowledge for both theoretical and practical purposes. Also worth noting is that a systematic review helps to overcome the biases that are inherent in single studies [31]. In order to realise its potential, a systematic review should be performed rigorously and transparently.

The literature review was conducted in four consecutive phases. In the first phase, the selection criteria were discussed and decided upon by six researchers who worked for the Business Value from Sport project. Based on the authors’ experiences of the field and a preliminary review of the literature, the following inclusion criteria were decided. Firstly, an article had to be an empirical study focusing on value creation in the nexus between sport and business. There were no restrictions on types of value (e.g. economic, functional, symbolic, emotional, social; see Sheth et al. [40] and Rintamäki et al. [41] or perspectives on value (brand, firm, sport organisation/product, customer, network, society). Secondly, a Boolean search phrase “sport” AND “value” AND (“business” OR “management” OR “leadership” OR “brand” OR “CSR”) had to be matched with the abstract of the article. Thirdly, an article had to be published in a peer-reviewed scientific journal. Fourthly, only studies written in English with full text access were considered. Based on the above-mentioned parameters, a computerised search was carried out in the following databases: ABI Inform ProQuest, Academic Search Elite (EBSCO), Elsevier Science Direct, and Emerald. The four databases contain key journals in the fields of business, management, organisations, and sports management. The search yielded 253 articles of which 20 were duplicates and were, therefore, discarded.

In the second phase, the abstracts of 233 articles were read cursorily and individually by six researchers. Short notes on the articles were written and discussed in a workshop organised by the researchers. Roughly half of the articles were classified as inappropriate at this stage in terms of the research question. An examination of the abstracts reduced the number of articles to 125. Purely conceptual and theoretical articles were discarded in this phase.

In the third phase, the 125 articles were read in full by the six researchers. 20 - 22 articles were read individually by each of the researchers. The objective of this phase was to ensure that the studies were relevant to the purpose of this article and to increase understanding of the various manifestations of value and the myriad forms of value creation in the nexus between sport and business. The reading revealed that many of the articles found in the first and second phases included references to articles which did not meet all of the inclusion criteria. All of these potentially important articles were read carefully. If the article was judged to be relevant, it was included in the review process. It was also found that the majority of articles that were first selected on the basis of the abstracts
were not relevant to the research question. 89 articles were discarded. The majority of discarded articles were either those that only mentioned “value” without any further discussion or those in which sport was merely an illustrative example of the value creation context. Limiting the searches to four databases prevented the discovery of articles that were not listed in these databases. In order to avoid the problem described by Greenhalgh and Peacock [45], that is “a systematic review of complex evidence cannot rely solely on predefined, protocol driven search strategies, no matter how many databases are searched”, a complementary search source for the literature was undertaken. The complementary search yielded 8 studies that addressed value creation through sponsorship lenses. The total number of articles under review for this study was 44. All 44 articles were analysed in terms of their key findings, their theoretical framework, their methodology, their managerial implications and, in particular, the various value types and their interactions. The analysis of every article was based on an independent interpretation by two researchers. Problematic studies were discussed and a consensus was reached rather easily.

The fourth phase consisted of reducing and combining the various forms of value creation in the nexus of sport and business. Adapting the grounded theory approach [46] and inductive reasoning, several combining and restructuring cycles were undertaken with the help of mind mapping and earlier classifications found in the reviewed literature. We finally identified six emerging topics that represented different angles to value creation in the nexus of sport and business.

Although a systematic literature review is a rigorous method “to reduce bias in the selection and inclusion of studies, to appraise the quality of the included studies, and to summarize them objectively” [31], reviewers face many difficulties during the process. It has been noted, for example, that reviewers succumb to the temptation of including a restricted search for relevant studies and an inappropriate combination of studies [31]. Despite using the inclusion criteria and expanding the search process beyond four databases, it is highly probable that other studies exist which some other researcher may have included in his/her review. This could not be avoided because the data extraction described above required interpretation which, in turn, depended on the prior experience of the researchers involved. However, it should be emphasised that we took these challenges into consideration and created a collaborative process in which we discussed borderline cases amongst the six researchers. We believe that this procedure significantly improved the search, selection, and analysis processes and reduced the threat of systematic errors.

4. Results: Value Creation in the Nexus of Sport and Business

During the collaborative process and using the grounded theory approach [46], we identified six topics that represent different angles to value creation in the nexus of sport and business. The topics are 1) the many shades of value, 2) brands and sponsorship as value creators, 3) the value of CSR in and through sport, 4) sport as a network and platform, 5) sport for developing organisations
internally, and 6) value congruence and identification. Numbers 1 - 6 refer to the topic identified in the article. Topics were represented in the material as follows: topic 1 (15 articles), topic 2 (15 articles), topic 3 (8 articles), topic 4 (6 articles), topic 5 (5 articles), topic 6 (9 articles).

The six identified topics are discussed in detail in the following subsections. Before that, a short overview of the studies included in the review is presented in Table 1.

4.1. Many Shades of Value

Value has been a focal concept in economics and an eternal question in philosophy. However, consensus on its content is nowhere in sight. Value can take different forms that cannot be sorted into an unambiguous order. Quite the contrary, it is known that values are incommensurable in the sense that there is no true general overall ranking of the realisation of one value against the realisation of another value [47]. The incommensurability of values arises from the plurality of interests and judgments [20].

The incommensurability and the pluralism of values emerged from the reviewed literature. The reviewed literature revealed five manifestations of value in the nexus between sport and business: economic, functional, symbolic, emotional, and social values. Economic value manifested itself as the difference between returns and costs. Studies show that investing in sport sponsorship (sports events, teams, or individual athletes) may have a positive influence on companies’ share prices [5] [48], brand equity [49], and sales [50]. Functional value was identified as the development of a company’s behaviour through sport. Sport has been used as a vehicle for improving a company’s performance and leadership culture [11] [12] or showing its commitment to the community it operates in [15] [16]. Symbolic value manifested itself in expressions of togetherness or distinctiveness. Sports fans have their own rituals and traditions which foster the feeling of being part of a larger something. The reviewed studies show that firms benefit if they are able to create offerings that are aligned with that “larger something” [51] [52] [53]. Sport is also a context in which one can show intense emotions. Sports fans are rather irrationally committed to their favourite teams and athletes. An emotional and irrational reaction to sport is a double-edged sword that helps brand building but can also destroy it. Studies show that emotional value is realised in the situations in which the brand is not interpreted as an intruder but as a participant that enables the team’s or athlete’s success [19] [54]. In addition to the economic, functional, symbolic, and emotional use of sport in value creation, the reviewed literature also shows that sport has been used more broadly for developing communities. The social value of sport is realised in the form of the wellbeing of communities that surround it by enhancing the economic life of the region or increasing social capital [55].

Instead of there being separate and clear-cut categories of value, the reviewed studies point out that various forms of value are often interconnected and
Table 1. Overview of relevant research on value creation in the nexus of sport and business.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Key finding(s): How is value manifested?</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Type of value</th>
<th>Interaction of values</th>
<th>Perspective on values</th>
<th>Topic(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abosag et al. 2012 [54]</td>
<td>Fans that have a strong emotional attachment to their club have a stronger perception of the club as a brand and support brand extension.</td>
<td>Survey (842 football supporters)</td>
<td>Emotional Economic</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional to economic value.</td>
<td>Brand Customer Sports product</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bauer et al. 2005 [57]</td>
<td>A customer-based brand equity model is developed in a team sport context. Results of the study also show that brand equity and especially brand awareness are positively related to the number of spectators.</td>
<td>Survey (1594 sport fans)</td>
<td>Emotional Symbolic Functional Economic</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional and symbolic to functional and economic values.</td>
<td>Sports product Brand</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjits et al. 2011 [89]</td>
<td>Coopetition in sports leagues is crucial in the value creation process.</td>
<td>Interviews (27 managers of cycling teams)</td>
<td>Functional Symbolic</td>
<td>Platform: economic value will develop in networks.</td>
<td>Sports product</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brauns-tein-Minkove et al. 2011 [63]</td>
<td>The study develops a model that can be used to analyse the effectiveness of an athlete’s endorsers for non-sports products. The results revealed five elements: athlete identification, sport identification, match-up, perceived value, purchase intention</td>
<td>Structured questionnaire (400 university students)</td>
<td>Emotional Economic</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional (finding athlete endorsers that suit the brand and raise positive emotions) to economic value.</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrillat and d’Astous 2012 [62]</td>
<td>The results of the study clude that it is more beneficial for companies to choose to be the official sponsor of an event or the official provider of integrated products in the event. Trying to concentrate on both strategies is ineffective.</td>
<td>Experimental design (149 university students)</td>
<td>Emotional Functional</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional to functional (positive consumer attitudes to sponsorship effectiveness).</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlson et al. 2009 [97]</td>
<td>When a consumer identifies with the team, it has positive effects on retail spending and viewership increases.</td>
<td>Survey (162 university students)</td>
<td>Emotional Symbolic Economic</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional and symbolic to economic (increase in spending due to identification).</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>2, 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clark et al. 2009 [48]</td>
<td>Title sport sponsorship appears to trade largely at market-clearing prices.</td>
<td>The event-time methodology (114 sport events)</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Platform: sport enables value creation in terms of share prices</td>
<td>Firm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close and Lacey 2013 [100]</td>
<td>The event-sponsor fit is crucial for value creation - consumers' positive perceptions of the sponsor rise when they perceive a greater fit with the event; yet, congruity does not influence consumers' attitudes towards the event.</td>
<td>Survey (1615 cycling race spectators)</td>
<td>Emotional, Functional, Symbolic</td>
<td>Platform: the event facilitates the value creation process for fans as well as sponsors.</td>
<td>Sponsorship</td>
<td>2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortsen 2013 [19]</td>
<td>The “hybrid” nature of the sports brand draws highly on “emotional capital” and “social currency”. Personal sports branding acts as a “hybrid”, which facilitates “hybrid” branding relationships between personal sports brands and sports brands at the product and corporate levels.</td>
<td>Interviews (with a sports celebrity and her manager)</td>
<td>Emotional, Functional, Economic</td>
<td>Transfer: emotions attached to a sporting celebrity transfer to the sponsor’s brand.</td>
<td>Sports product, Brand</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crader and Santomier 2011 [12]</td>
<td>Sport sponsorship can be successfully used to facilitate the development and implementation of a new organisational structure.</td>
<td>A case-study analysis</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Platform: sport offers a benchmark for developing organisations internally.</td>
<td>Firm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeSarbo and Madrigal 2011 [52]</td>
<td>The study explores the multidimensional aspects and heterogeneity of fan avidity.</td>
<td>Survey (307 student sport fans)</td>
<td>Symbolic, Emotional, Functional</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional and symbolic value to functional value.</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dix et al. 2010 [52]</td>
<td>Young adult consumers' emotional attachment to sports celebrities can be used by firms in order to influence customers' buying intentions and strengthen their brand loyalty.</td>
<td>Survey (207 university students)</td>
<td>Emotional, Symbolic, Economic</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional and symbolic to economic value.</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donlan 2014 [49]</td>
<td>Sport sponsorship provides an appropriate vehicle through which to build consumer-based brand equity.</td>
<td>Survey (553 sports event attendees)</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Platform: sport enables value creation for sponsoring brands.</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filizöz and Fisne 2011 [73]</td>
<td>CSR can affect attitudes and the consumer behaviour of stakeholders. The study reveals the gaps in sponsorship relationships that are changing perceptions of value, opportunity, and responsibility. It is concluded that sponsor partners should have explicit roles in the value-creation process. Also a higher level of commitment and effort is demanded in developing marketing capabilities in sponsorship relationships.</td>
<td>Documentary research method</td>
<td>Functional, Symbolic</td>
<td>Transform: from symbolic to functional value.</td>
<td>Sports product</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwinner and Bennett 2008 [60]</td>
<td>The “hybrid” nature of the sports brand draws highly on “emotional capital” and “social currency”. Personal sports branding acts as a “hybrid”, which facilitates “hybrid” branding relationships between personal sports brands and sports brands at the product and corporate levels.</td>
<td>Interviews (with a sports celebrity and her manager)</td>
<td>Emotional, Functional, Economic</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional value to functional and economic value.</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Description</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Symbolic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedlund 2014</td>
<td>A feeling of membership in the sport fan consumption community and participation in the rituals and traditions associated with the community lead to increases in future intentions to attend the team’s games, purchase the team’s merchandise, and recommend the team’s games to others.</td>
<td>Survey (627 university students &amp; alumni)</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Symbolic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herrmann et al. 2014</td>
<td>Well-known brands may have several advantages in sports sponsorship. Spectators (consumers) tend to take well-known brands into a considerations set with and even without the explicit memory that the brand is the sponsor.</td>
<td>Survey (1084 sports event attendees)</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al. 2012</td>
<td>Irresponsible behaviour will harm the sports brand. The brand is not only affected by sporting performance</td>
<td>Survey (220 university students)</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Symbolic</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inoue et al. 2013</td>
<td>It is profitable for non-profit organisations to co-operate with strong professional sports organisations.</td>
<td>Survey (2809 sports newsletter subscribers)</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Symbolic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerwin and Bopp 2014</td>
<td>Due to high personnel (player) turnover, sport offers a context in which the necessity of shared leadership is promoted.</td>
<td>Interviews (31 players &amp; coaches)</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan et al. 2013</td>
<td>Employees express favourable attitudes (identification, organisational citizenship behaviour) to an employer if they are aware of its socially responsible actions (sponsoring sports).</td>
<td>Survey (246 employees of sponsoring firms)</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. 2003</td>
<td>Sport sponsors benefit from the relationship quality between sports property and its customers. The study shows that consumers who perceive a higher level of relationship quality are also more likely to form a positive attitude and greater purchase intentions towards sponsors and their products.</td>
<td>Survey (474 university students)</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwak and Kang 2009</td>
<td>The congruence between a customer and the team, as well as the perceived quality, has a directly positive effect on the purchase intention while the perceived quality also acted as a mediator between self-image congruence and purchase intention.</td>
<td>Survey (260 sports event attendees)</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Symbolic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study Title</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Society/Firm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. 2012 [55]</td>
<td>The study enables us to begin to document the societal impact of sports-based social programmes as valued communication assets.</td>
<td>Survey (221 university students)</td>
<td>Social Economic</td>
<td><em>Platform:</em> sport offers a context for showing firm’s good citizenship, which, in the long run, promotes business.</td>
<td>Society/Firm 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorgnier and Che-Jen 2014 [88]</td>
<td>Coopetition is an important strategy in sport tourism in business to business networks</td>
<td>Interviews &amp; observation (11 non-profit, for-profit &amp; public organisations)</td>
<td>Economic Functional</td>
<td><em>Platform:</em> economic and functional values create in coopetition situation.</td>
<td>Firm Sports product 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madichie 2009 [96]</td>
<td>Sport provides a context that extends the understanding of general management strategies in the globalised environment.</td>
<td>Critical analysis of media reports</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td><em>Platform:</em> sport provides functional value by elaborating different management strategies in international business.</td>
<td>Firm 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pichot et al. 2009 [92]</td>
<td>The study explores how the practice of sports is taken seriously when organisations are reconstructing their human resource policies.</td>
<td>Interviews (14 company decision makers)</td>
<td>Emotional Functional</td>
<td><em>Platform:</em> collective activities around sport enable emotional and functional value.</td>
<td>Firm 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritchard et al. 2010 [98]</td>
<td>Fan identification with a sport established through two similar yet distinct psychological processes: affinity and affiliation. Identification can be created when the team’s image is congruent with the fans’ own personality.</td>
<td>Survey (430 university students)</td>
<td>Emotional Symbolic</td>
<td><em>Platform:</em> team and community serve as platforms for value creation for the fan. Affinity and affiliation facilitate the process.</td>
<td>Customer Sports product 4, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reiser et al. 2012 [3]</td>
<td>Sport sponsorship positively impacts stock returns.</td>
<td>The event-study methodology (629 sponsorship deals)</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Economic value is spurred by the investors’ beliefs on the benefits of sponsorship.</td>
<td>Brand/Firm 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richelieu and Korai 2012 [53]</td>
<td>Underlies the importance of culture, identity and symbolism while building a sports team brand.</td>
<td>Group &amp; individual interviews (120 university students)</td>
<td>Symbolic</td>
<td>Fans use the symbolic, iconic and indexical dimensions of a brand to define their own identity.</td>
<td>Consumer Brand Sports product 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheth and Babiak 2010 [131]</td>
<td>Professional managers should embrace a strategic approach to CSR to develop sports businesses.</td>
<td>Survey (237 sport managers)</td>
<td>Emotional Symbolic</td>
<td><em>Transform:</em> from emotional and symbolic to functional value.</td>
<td>Society Sports product 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith 2010 [90]</td>
<td>To be successful, sports-city zones need to be planned as such and not merely employed as convenient brands for existing event facilities.</td>
<td>A comparative analysis (four sport schemes)</td>
<td>Social Functional</td>
<td><em>Platform:</em> sport creates value for marketing city zones.</td>
<td>Society 1, 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study Details</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Value Transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas 2014</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>The results of the study show that if there is a lack of fit between the sponsor and the sponsored event, consumers</td>
<td>Focus group (198 sport fans)</td>
<td>Functional Symbolic</td>
<td>Transform: the functional value does not form if the symbolic value is not there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsiotsou 2012</td>
<td>[101]</td>
<td>Aaker’s brand personality to fit sport: scale does not fit sport team personality, scale consists of five dimensions: competitiveness, prestige, morality, authenticity, and credibility, which can be used for branding purposes.</td>
<td>Survey (301 random consumers)</td>
<td>Emotional Functional Symbolic</td>
<td>Transform: a fan’s emotional attachment to the team’s brand leads to increased team loyalty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsiotsou 2013</td>
<td>[102]</td>
<td>A hierarchy of effects, approach, cognition-affect-conation, can explain how strong consumer-team relationships can be developed. Sports team managers should use the brand relationship and team measures and develop initiatives that ensure that consumers find self-expressive value in the team.</td>
<td>Survey (287 random consumers)</td>
<td>Functional Symbolic</td>
<td>Transform: positive affection and cognition towards team’s brand leads to increased customer loyalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uhrich et al. 2014</td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>The study suggests that adding CSR to sponsorship leverages sponsorship for moderately low congruity brands to the sponsored events.</td>
<td>Survey (437 university students)</td>
<td>Emotional Functional Economic</td>
<td>Transform: from emotional and symbolic value to economic value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walters and Tacon 2010</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>The study demonstrates how CSR can be implemented within sports organisations.</td>
<td>Interviews (26 representatives of sports organisations)</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Platform: sport offers a context for conducting CSR activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

transformed from one type to another. Although value transformation can take several forms, two of these emerged as the most obvious. Firstly, through sponsorship, a fan’s feelings about a team or athlete (i.e. emotional value) could be extended to the sponsor’s brand and thus influence consumer attitudes towards the brand (i.e. functional value) and increase sales (i.e. economic value). Secondly, as value creation does not happen in a vacuum, companies must take into consideration the value climate of the surrounding community. Companies’ actions should be adapted not only to fit the characteristics of fan communities (i.e. symbolic value), but also to fit the values of the geographical communities they operate in (i.e. social value).

Due to these many shades of value and their interconnectivity, it seems reasonable to argue that value creation through sport is a complex process. Based on the reviewed literature it is suggested that the creation of value in sport and business co-operation arises from complex configurations of resources. Adopt-
ing the value co-creation concept [35], we propose that value cannot be embedded in a firm’s output and captured by price. Quite the contrary, it is expected that value can only be created when firms integrate sport into their market offerings in ways that inspire customers symbolically and emotionally. Value is created only when offerings are “used” by customers in meaningful ways. As a guiding example, consider a firm who sponsors a Premier League football team. A brand’s logo on the kit might be expensive but it serves the value of sponsorship poorly. This is because the value arises—if at all—when customers and stakeholders engage with the sponsored team in a way that creates positive buying intentions, inspires positive word-of-mouth, or deepens customer loyalty.

4.2. Brands and Sponsorship as Value Creators

Literature on branding and sponsorship has become one of the major topics in the context of sport. This topic has been approached from several viewpoints, such as sports branding, branding through sport, and customer-based brand equity. Brands, in general, have been characterised as powerful tools for positioning and differentiating the company from its competitors. Especially strong brands and brand equity have been shown to create value for the firm, its partners, and customers [56].

Also, within the branding literature in sport, the most powerful concept in value creation seems to be brand equity and its different antecedents. A closer look at the topic reveals that the outcomes of brand equity are multifaceted and related in sports and also through sports perspectives. Brand equity has been essential especially in the team sports industry. Bauer et al. [57] examined the antecedent of customer-based brand equity in team sports as well as its positive consequences on the number of spectators. Further research on the topic has addressed the importance of team-sports brand equity. The customer-based brand equity of a sports team has been shown to affect different consumers’ behavioural intentions [58] as well as brand extension opportunities [54]. According to the study of Yoshida and Gordon [59], the quality of the relationship (between a customer and a sports team) affects brand equity, which in turn affects customers’ behavioural intentions (e.g. attendance and spending).

However, strong team brand equity not only provides value for the team and its commercialisation but also attracts partners. Strong team brands also serve as interesting targets for sponsors due to the high levels of media and consumer attention. Since the 20th century, sponsoring and its effectiveness has been one of the major issues in studies on sports marketing. Much of the interest in research towards sponsoring has been focused on brand awareness, brand image, brand positioning, and consumer attitudes [60]. The literature has clearly shown the positive effects of sponsorship on company brands and brand equity [49]. Moreover, strong brands themselves have advantages in sport sponsorship. As Herrmann et al. [61] have shown, spectators recall and consider strong brands more over the lesser known brands. However, integrating sponsorship into other
parts of the promotional mix has received less focus in academic research. In the research of Carrilat and d’Astous [62] it was shown that a sponsorship advertising interface does not necessarily provide added value in terms of positive consumer attitudes if the brand becomes too prominent in the event. Even so, a moderate sponsorship presence during a sports event leads to positive attitudinal outcomes for an advertised branded product than advertising alone [62].

Also, the close relationship between the sponsor and sponsored party has been found to provide a solid basis for reciprocal value creation in sponsorship relationships. In particular, the research concerning the fit between sponsor and sponsored party has gathered much attention [62] [63] [64] [65]. Gwinner and Bennett [60] found that the event-sponsor fit has a positive effect on consumer attitudes towards the sponsor, which eventually leads to purchase intentions. In order to succeed in sponsoring, firms should evaluate and plan their sponsoring contracts carefully and keep in mind the concept of fit. In addition, athlete endorsers have been found to be effective tools in sponsoring both sporting events [66] and non-sports products [63].

Besides fit, the studies have also paid attention to the importance of relationship quality in sponsorship relationships. According to Farrelly [66], the changing perceptions of value, opportunity, and responsibility dilute and terminate sponsorship relationships. On the basis of these findings, Farrelly [66] emphasises the importance of a high level of commitment as well as an explicit description of roles and responsibilities in a reciprocal value creation in sponsorship relationships. Finally, it has been shown that investors also acknowledge the value of sponsorship deals. Reiser et al. [5] found that sports sponsorship announcements may positively impact a firm’s stock return, demonstrating the role of sports sponsorship as a value creating investment with favourable effects on expected sales and profit.

4.3. The Value of CSR in and through Sport

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has become an important area for a wide range of organisations and for the managers that work within them. This is particularly true in the sports industry. Literature on sports related CSR has grown quickly over the last few years [15] [68] [69]. CSR has evolved from a charitable or philanthropic activity to a core element in management strategy with the understanding that CSR activities can add value to a business [70]. Protecting corporate reputation, competitor differentiation, brand loyalty development, competitive advantage, and improved financial performance are some of the benefits that an organisation can realise through a strategic CSR approach [71] [72].

CSR is closely related to sport. The nature of sport lends itself to being uniquely positioned to influence society in general and communities in particular [9]. According to Smith and Westerbeek [9], sport can be used as a vehicle for deploying CSR. Mass media distribution and communication power, youth appeal, positive health impacts, social interaction, improved cultural understand-
ing, and immediate gratification are the beneficial features of sport that make it an appealing CSR partner for companies [9].

The relationship between sport and CSR can be seen from two perspectives: 1) in sport and 2) through sport. “In sport” is used by the sports organisations trying to connect with their stakeholders (fans, players, media, community, partners, etc.) and enhance their common values. The in-sport concept creates a platform for the through-sport concept, which is normally used by commercial firms/partners (not sport) setting CSR activities (content of sponsorship) through sports organisations that are trying to link or communicate with stakeholders, who can be seen as customers from a company perspective, to strengthen the brand or for commercial purposes. “In sport” can occur alone (e.g. a sports organisation setting CSR activities for stakeholders trying to enlarge the fan base), but the “through sport” concept cannot be implemented without a sports organisation. In addition to brand building, firms face a growing demand from their operational environment to demonstrate their commitment to creating shared value. Shared value refers to activities that generate not only economic value for firms but also produce value for society by addressing its challenges [70]. Smith and Westerbeek [9] and Filizöz and Fisne [73], for example, have found out that sports provide companies with an effective way of creating social value and expressing their commitment to surrounding communities.

The brand is the most valuable asset for professional sports organisations. In no other sector does the theme of identity, image, and reputation play as central a role as in the sports arena [74]. The value of CSR connected to a professional sports organisation lies in strong brand equity, which makes higher ticket prices acceptable and allows for the sale of club merchandise. Trying to achieve as good a sporting performance as possible is not enough for stakeholders (fans, partners, media, etc.). Professional sports organisations will implement their CSR activities amongst stakeholders, because it is an organisation’s duty to maximise its long-term positive impact on society, while simultaneously minimising its negative effect [68].

The rapid commercialisation of sport has brought challenges for the management of professional sports organisations. The side-effects of this commercialisation have been mounting criticism for various business practices, such as poor governance, financial problems, corruption, and controversial behaviour of some players [68]. Various theories have been introduced to explain how these managerial challenges can be solved through CSR in professional sports organisations, including the stakeholder theory [15], the stewardship theory [75], and the resource-dependence theory [76]. Smith and Westerbeek [9] have summarised the CSR relationship between firms and sport: the implementation of CSR is a crucial action for management in attempting to optimise the effects of brand development. Without the financial backing of corporate partners, the value of sport as a vehicle for social responsibility is limited and the scope for improving this flow of resources to sport is substantial.
4.4. Sport as a Network and Platform

Li et al. [77] have introduced “a sport activity model”, which considers sporting events as core products produced by sports organisations and firms. Production is often referred to as the production of a sport in competition [78]. However, it is difficult to define, for example, what a “product” of a sports league is. Based on the work of Vargo et al. [35], Woratschek et al. [17] have argued that value creation in sport cannot be fully understood on the basis of goods-dominant logic, in which value is seen as being created in exchange and measured by this exchange transaction. Goods-dominant logic (G-D logic) separates the role of “producer” from “consumer”. Seen from a G-D logic perspective, the value is “embedded in firm output and captured by price” [17]. Service-dominant (S-D) logic refers to the process in which value is co-created in interactions amongst producers and consumers through the integration of resources and the application of competencies [35]. From the viewpoint of S-D logic, sports customers are not just consumers, but value co-producers when they participate in sporting events as spectators. From this perspective, value cannot be created solely by sports organisations and firms. Value is created jointly with various customer groups such as fans, VIP guests, other spectator groups, and other stakeholders [17]. Service providers can only offer value propositions as input for potential value creation. Value co-creation requires the customer to integrate the provider’s value proposition with his or her own skills, as well as with public, market-facing, and other resources [17]. In the case of sports events, sports organisations and firms can provide a platform that enables all types of stakeholders, including fans and other spectators, to co-create value [79].

Athletes, clubs, associations, sports events, etc. are of great interest to billions of people. That interest is full of powerful emotions, which drive many people to become fans of an athlete or a club. This kind of behaviour is one of the unique features of sport, which Steward and Smith [24] describe as a heterogeneous and ephemeral experience mired in the irrational passions of fans, commanding high levels of product and brand loyalty, optimism and vicarious identification. This kind of emotionally loaded environment is important, in terms of value creation, for those actors working in sport (e.g. athletes, clubs, associations). On the other hand, this kind of environment becomes a platform for many kinds of acts and actors who want to gain a competitive advantage through the sports environment (e.g. commercial partners, media, public actors).

Competition is considered by many as the “heart and soul of sport management” [80]. The possibility of winning or losing is a great driving force for competitors, encouraging them to train and compete. The uncertainty of the outcome of the competition is an important factor regarding the value creation process. It will increase the interest of many people following the competition and the competitors. In order to maintain beneficial uncertainty, it is important to pay attention to co-operation concepts, including strategic alliances, network and cluster strategies [80]-[86].
Competition and co-operation can occur at the same time in business networks. The coopetition concept has been developed to describe the simultaneous competition and co-operation amongst two or more actors [87] [88]. According to Benijts et al. [89], a sports league is an example of a value network where clubs compete against each other but also co-operate during the season for marketing purposes, for example. The theory of business networks in marketing argues that a sports league is a marketing channel network. This unique feature of sports leagues influences the value creation system of the marketing network channel. Without an appropriate balance between competition and co-operation, the business-sport nexus cannot realise its value creation potential. In order to avoid underperforming, it is suggested that sports teams should be made equal to each other as the competitive balance increases companies’ interest in sponsoring the sport [89]. The value network approach and the concept of coopetition also help team managers to understand how “sports leagues influence the teams’ corporate business-to-business market which, in turn, will influence the teams’ financial position” [89].

The sports context enables many other value-creation platforms. In the reviewed literature, the relationship between sport and the city has been introduced as the sports zone and the sports city concepts. The sports zone/city is a rather abstract concept. Its application usually takes one of two forms: designating one zone of a city as a sports city; or branding the whole city as a sports city [90]. The value of sports cities lies not in the visitors and tourists attending the sports events’ but in them being influenced to attend because of the city’s reputation. Sports city zones have also been development anchors for urban redevelopment [90].

Firms are taking the opportunity to create competitive advantages through sports sponsorship. The network approach is one of the strategies in sponsorship. Different network actors bring not only their own resources and capabilities, but also their own network of value adding relationships to the arrangement [91]. The firm’s value as a network partner is based on its “network identity”, a combination of its core competencies, other network connections and, finally, its ability to create efficiency in the network itself [91].

4.5. Sport as a Tool for Developing Organisations Internally

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature that bases its theoretical and empirical background on the phenomenon of sport within management and organisation studies. In striving for ever greater economic value, organisations are looking for fresh ideas from radically different industries, such as sport. However, as Wolfe et al. [10] have argued, sport as a research context still has unrealised potential. As one of its aims, our systematic literature review demonstrates how the research potential of sport for developing organisations internally is fulfilled from the angle of value creation.

The reviewed studies demonstrate that the value of sport for developing organisations internally is manifested from two perspectives: 1) sport as a vehicle,
and 2) sport as a model. The sport as a vehicle perspective highlights the positive epithets (e.g. enthusiasm, respect, commitment to colleagues, community spirit) of sport by examining how the practice of sport is taken seriously when organisations are reconstructing their human resource policies [92] and strengthening organisational commitment amongst employees [93]. Amongst the literature reflecting this perspective, the most immediate value transformation process occurs from emotional to functional to economic value.

Pichot et al. [92] examined what kind of function sport may have in firms within the framework of human resource management policy. As a result of the analysis, the authors propose sport, as a constituent of organisational identity, can change itself into effective communication tool. Collective activities around sport blur the distinction across hierarchical levels, foster official as well as unofficial cooperation amongst employees, and thus underline the value of equality and effective team working. In addition, the study illustrates the use of sport as a motivation and training tool and, not to mention, how the sporting activities are used to reduce the risk of burnout in the firms under study.

Supporting the main conclusions of the study by Pichot et al. [92], Khan et al. [93] argue that, as an implication of their research, sport-linked activities might work as a vehicle for internal marketing purposes. Their study demonstrates that a firm that sponsors sport reflects the image of being a socially responsible organisation amongst its employees. According to the research, it is likely that employees express positive attitudes, such as identification and organisational citizenship behaviour, towards the employer if they are aware of the sponsoring. As Khan et al. [93] conclude, the internal impacts of sports sponsoring are still, nevertheless, overshadowed by its external influences.

However, a considerable amount of literature has been published on following the logic of sport as a model. The sport as a model perspective utilises the context of sport as a microcosm of larger society, however, as life simplified [94]. Following the logic of this perspective, the studies we have reviewed have underlined the concept of change. The concept of change is elaborated in the studies exploring the phenomenon of leadership [11] [95] and strategic management [96]. Amongst the studies covering this perspective, the most obvious value transformation occurs from functional to economic value.

Burnes and O’Donnell [11] composed a qualitative study to examine the leadership qualities that might be transferable from sport to business. Based on their analysis, the authors propose that change as a contextual factor could be a source of leadership wisdom from sport. Due to the continuous change sports leaders face in their work, it is believed that they are especially adaptable to change. Adopting the leadership theme above, Kerwin and Bopp [95] explored the demand for shared leadership in the dynamic sports environment. As a main finding, the authors promote the role and necessity of shared leadership in a contextual environment where the team roster is changing constantly due to player turnover.
Madichie [96] demonstrates how the globalisation of the football industry has affected management practices in sports organisations. Using the sport as a model perspective, the study extends the understanding of general management strategies in the context of international business. These days, sport is not a mere entertainment business but rather a serious global industry that could provide a model for business firms. Respectively, research that uses sport as a means for developing organisations internally would have potential value within academic management research.

4.6. Congruence and Identification in Value Creation

The final theme in our review captures the aspects of congruence and identification. The previous sports management and marketing literature has found congruence and identification essential and indispensable attributes in the value creation process and they are essential not only regarding individual fans [97] [98], but also for all parties in the equation, including the sports organisation/club [51], fan communities [99], sports event sponsors [100], and sponsors in general [101] [102]. Analysing the research of congruence and identification, two main theories can be uncovered which have been applied as a theoretical framework: the social identity theory [97] [99] and the congruity theory [51] [100].

The social identity theory is a social psychological theory that explains group membership, group processes, and intergroup relations [103] [104]. The basic premise of the social identity theory is that “one’s social identity derives from the social categories to which he or she belongs, such as a demographic grouping, employment affiliation, or team membership” [97]. The value of social identification for a sports entity lies in the process of “favouring the home team”. As the identification becomes stronger, the more likely it is that an individual will be motivated to ensure the wellbeing of the group, relative to other groups.

Research has shown that identifying with a club or sports entity has numerous positive effects such as an increase in attendance [105] and spending [106], positive word of mouth [99], reduced levels of price sensitivity [107], increasing longevity in the fan’s relationship with and lifetime value to the organisation [108], a decrease in switching behaviour and increased loyalty [102] [109], and fostering resistance to negative press [110]. It can be argued that identified fans are the most profitable customers a sports entity can have and, indeed, should pursue.

The congruity theory is based on the premise that people have a need for harmony in their thoughts, feelings, and behaviours and that they are motivated to maintain uniformity amongst these elements. In other words, consumers strive for cognitive consistency [100]. When the feeling of congruence between the self-image and the object under examination (e.g. a sports franchise) is reached, research shows that it can have various positive associations concerning function, such as triggering consumers to purchase goods and services [111], in-
creased likeliness to have positive thoughts towards the organisation [100], product/brand preferences [112] [113] [114], brand/service attitude [115], consumer satisfaction and loyalty [116] [117], and consumers’ product evaluation and purchase behaviours [118]. On the other hand, incongruity can have a negative effect on the way customers perceive the sponsor and their brand [65] [100].

Notwithstanding all of the research knowledge presented in numerous articles, it seems that at the grass-roots level of actual sponsorship, sports management, and marketing, there appears to be a profound lack of understanding about the possibilities of congruence and identification. In light of some of the research [65] [100], it can be argued that neither sponsors nor sports organisations have understood the importance of fostering identification and facilitating congruence on all levels. Because fans are the main targets of sponsors, there should be a combined effort to understand and serve fans better. In order to accomplish this objective, sporting entities need to recognise the possibilities of identification and congruence and sponsors need to put more effort in to brand due-diligence to verify the fit between the sponsor’s brand and the entity being sponsored, in order to acquire the most value for the sponsorship investment.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Using a systematic review of literature, this study has explored and analysed value creation in the nexus of sport and business. The literature we have reviewed shows that value creation has been in academia’s interest. However, what has been lacking is a holistic view that brings together the various aspects of value creation in this particular area. The review provides new knowledge on various forms of value creation and particularly helps academia and practitioners to continue exploring the mystery of value co-creation through the nexus of sport and business. Before addressing the theoretical and managerial implications and mapping the avenues for further research, the main findings of the review will be presented and discussed in Figure 1.

One of the main findings of this review is the distinction between the instrumental and the metaphorical use of sport in value creation. Brand promotion and corporate social responsibility through sponsorship were identified as the most typical instrumental uses of sport. The reviewed literature showed, on the one hand, that strong sports brands (athletes, teams, and clubs) enable firms to speak to their stakeholders effectively. In terms of sport sponsorship programmes, firms may pursue higher visibility and enhanced brand equity, which are, in turn, related to economic value and incremental cash flows. On the other hand, the literature also showed that sport offers a useful channel for communicating social responsibility. The reviewed literature confirmed the presumption, based on common sense, that using sport for brand promotion is more common within professional than amateur sport, whereas amateur sport (e.g. local and youth sport) offers a suitable context for communicating a company’s social responsibilities. The metaphorical use of sport was manifested in two forms. Firstly, sport was seen as a vehicle for highlighting enthusiasm, respect,
commitment to colleagues, community spirit, and other positive attributes of sport. Secondly, sport was described as a model, which was seen to be offering ideas and good practices for leadership and strategic management.

Sport, as the context itself, was portrayed as a value creation platform, in which there are constantly two opposite processes going on. For example, sports organisations (teams and clubs) compete with each other on the field but they co-operate with each other in order to increase the attractiveness of the league. In other words, sport is a platform for coopetition. Sport as a platform for coopetition is an interesting concept as it prompts us to look at value creation in and through sport. The reviewed literature showed that both approaches are needed in value creation. Too little competition on the field and the entire league’s value proposition, in the eyes of potential sponsors, fades away. Also, too little cooperation in the league’s marketing and development yields similar consequences. Without a dynamic balance between co-operation and competition, sport cannot fully exploit the value potential it has (in sport), neither can it offer tempting value propositions for companies (through sport).

The reviewed literature suggests that individual actors within the sport-business nexus (fans, athletes, company employees, and sports organisations) should have a sense that they “have joined the club”. The literature clearly shows that sports organisations should provide their fans with opportunities to build a strong identification with individual athletes/players and/or teams/clubs. Identification with sporting products strengthens emotional links and offers sponsors tempting opportunities to use these attachments to promote brands. In addition to identification, the literature emphasises the need of congruence—or fit—between a fan’s identity and the sponsor. It should be noted that, although the reviewed literature mainly approached identification and congruence from the fans’ perspective, both identification and congruence are also useful when exploring sport’s possibilities to develop firms internally. The more there is congruence between an employee’s identity and an individual athlete/player or team/club,
the more probable it is that enthusiasm, respect, commitment to colleagues, community spirit, and other positive attributes related to sport can be used to improve leadership and foster organisational change. Identification and congruence are seen as a necessity for value creation in the nexus between business and sport. Without strong identification and congruence between individuals’ identities and sports products, sport cannot achieve its full potential as a value-creation platform, nor can it act as an instrument or a metaphor for value creation.

Based on the simultaneous existence of cooperation and competition—i.e. coopetition—it is no surprise that the literature describes the nature of the value creation process through the lenses of co-creation. Value is not created by individual actors, but through a complex interaction between sport and business. The literature points out that sport’s value cannot be embedded in goods and then delivered to the market. Instead, value providers can only propose value through sport, but it depends on the beneficiaries as to whether or not they continue value creation through use. The reviewed literature concurs with the idea proposed by Vargo and Lusch [21] that value co-creation is a multi-actor phenomenon in which actors are not predesigned as value producers or beneficiaries. The roles can be interchangeable, but what matters is resource-integrating actors who can co-create value through holistic and meaning-laden experiences. It is worth noting that all actors within the nexus can take a lead in developing these value-creating experiences.

In accordance with co-creation, the reviewed literature showed that value that is created within and through sport can take various forms. Economic, functional, emotional, symbolic and social values were identified. Based on the reviewed literature (see Table 1), the instrumental use of sport highlighted the co-creation processes of emotional and symbolic value. Through brand promotion activities in close collaboration with professional sport, firms may benefit from the emotions attached to sport. Similarly, through CSR activities on a platform, which amateur sport in particular provides, firms may above all gain symbolic value alongside emotional value. The metaphorical use of sport exposed the co-creation processes of functional and emotional value. Through the logic of the vehicle metaphor, businesses are allowed to utilise the emotion-laden sport environment. A close relationship with sport helps to spread the positive epithets surrounding sport across certain fields. Similarly, through the model metaphor, applicable organising and leading practices in a sports environment manifest functional value, when those are transferred from one field to another. We argue that these particular values are co-created in this sport-business nexus due to the business partnership with sport. We assume that if the nexus were formed with some partner other than sport, the co-creation process would have emphasised other forms of value. This particular nexus allows for businesses to get the hands-on value creation processes that the features of sport enable.

The findings resonate with earlier studies [40] [119] that have emphasised that value is not an objective property but a perceived utility acquired by the benefi-
ciary. All value types have their own characteristics; however, they are not as separate as they might seem. On the contrary, the literature shows that they are highly interdependent and capable of transforming from one form to another. In the reviewed literature (see Table 1), the interaction of values occurred through three mechanisms. Platform, transfer, and transform were identified. In the cases of platform and transfer, sport offered an arena for value co-creation. Instead, the transform mechanism underlined the interdependency of various values. In our results, we presented different angles on value co-creation. Under the topic “Brands and sponsorship as value-creators”, the interaction of values occurred mostly through the “transform” mechanism. For example, a fan’s emotional attachment to an athlete can be transformed into an economically important asset to the firm. Similarly, the reviewed literature regarding the “Value of CSR in and through sport” showed the interaction of values to emerge particularly in the transformation process. In many articles, the emotional or symbolic value provided in a sports environment was transformed into functional and economic value for firms. However, what still seems to be lacking in sport is a platform for CSR activities and thus an arena, as such, for symbolic value for business partners. In other words, earlier research has identified that symbolic and emotional value are transformable to other forms of value but research that promotes sport as a CSR co-creation platform of symbolic value for both partners in the nexus is still vague.

5.1. Theoretical Implications

This study proposes several contributions to management literature as follows.

Firstly, we extend the prevailing knowledge in management literature about value co-creation in the nexus of different fields. Particularly in critical management studies, which encourage scholars to bring forward new perspectives. Metaphors for management practices are sought, for example, from the military [120], art [121], healthcare [122], religious institutions [123], and sport [94]. It is argued that each field provides certain added value for other fields as well as general management knowledge. However, many studies under these topics are primarily benchmarking how knowledge in these particular fields could be transferred to another field. Instead, our study exposes how value is added through a co-constructive process amongst the partners in the nexus, i.e. sponsoring companies and sports organisations, and sport consumers. The studies that we have reviewed make their respective explicit contributions to management studies. In this study, we redirected these particular studies and their intended core messages by recognising how these respective studies participate in discussions about value co-creation in the nexus of sport and business. In other words, we uncovered previously hidden aspects in the studies we reviewed. Through our analysis, we proposed that the nexus of different fields, e.g. sport and business, allowed the partners in the nexus to have access to value creation processes that would have been challenging without the nexus. For example, the
co-creation process of emotional value is elusive for firms without a nexus partnership with sports organisations. Yet, although the nature of sport is very emotional, in the sport-business nexus, sport cannot work as an emotional value provider without the firm, which acts as an emotional value beneficiary.

Secondly, the review illustrates that the service-dominant logic of value co-creation [26] is an appropriate framework for understanding value co-creation within the nexus of sport and business. The reviewed studies show that value is co-created in collaboration between various actors. In so doing, the findings speak in favour of the service ecosystem view on value co-creation [21]. We deem the service ecosystem approach as promising, particularly in the nexus of sport and business, as it allows for the coexistence of competition and collaboration (i.e. coopetition), and emphasises the role of institutional arrangements in systems of value co-creation.

Thirdly, the review illustrates the interdependent nature of economic, functional, emotional and symbolic values, and therefore contributes to value co-creation literature. Values are not as independent as suggested in earlier studies. Sheth et al. [40], for example, have argued that consumption values are “independent, relating additively and contributing incrementally to choice”. By emphasising the interdependence of values in contrast to the additivity of values, the findings of the literature review concur with the new economic sociology [124] [125], which argues that nothing is valuable until it is made valuable. Value is neither an objective feature of the entity, nor a subjective opinion of the evaluator, but a phenomenon that emerges from the nexus of sport and business.

Moreover, our study advances the prevailing sport management research. One of the pioneers in the field of sport management research, Simon Chadwick, has pointed out the need for research that amalgamates mainstream management literature with sport management research. According to him, what is needed is an approach “that involves a more consensual relationship between the generic and the sport management literatures.” [126]. Our study has answered to calls for a multidisciplinary approach in sport management research [22] [28] [29] as follows: unlike much of the previous sport management research, which has taken a purely functional perspective in order to understand the causal connections in the value creation process between sport and fans, our research contributes to the theoretical understanding of the value creation process in the nexus of sport and business. Worth noting is that in the current research, values are seen as consequences of actions, not as prerequisites for actions. However, we do not disagree with the notion that in all social settings values play an important role in defining what is desirable and acceptable and what is not [127]. On the contrary, the findings of the literature review speak for a broader understanding of congruence. Our findings suggest that congruence should not be limited to the fit between the brands and sports products [51] [100] [128], but should include the parallel between values (as prerequisites for trying something) and actions (as consequences of doing something).
5.2. Managerial Implications

We claim that value creation is realised in the nexus of sport and business, not between sport and business. It is imperative for managers in business and sport understand this. Value co-creation refers to the process in which value is co-created in interactions amongst various actors through the integration of resources and the application of competencies [21]. As an illustrative example and from the viewpoint of S-D logic, sports customers are not just consumers, but value co-producers when they participate in sporting events as spectators.

As a managerial implication for business managers, this study underlines the necessity of recognising and taking into consideration the particular features of sport and how these features fit with their organisational environment and objectives respectively. This is in line with Liden and Antonakis [129] and Porter and McLaughlin [130], who have argued that contextual knowledge in management and organisation studies should be considered more seriously.

Particularly for those sports managers who work in leagues, league clubs, or in comparable organisations, where inclusion is restricted (even if the rules do include relegation and promotion), it can be useful to realise that successful business practices demand simultaneous competition and co-operation. This kind of practice is called coopetition. Competitors are not trying to push other competitors out of the market. They are co-operating, especially in commercial actions.

Sports managers should understand that brand building of sports organisations could be a profitable action too. The development of a brand can help sports organisations to connect better with their customers (fans and spectators) as well as increase the organisation’s desirability in the eyes of sponsors. A large fan base is an interesting prospect from a company point of view. From a sponsorship perspective, there needs to be a demand for sports entities to know their fans and potential fans, which calls for systematic information gathering, upon which fruitful collaboration and greater value creation can be built.

Also, in a broader sense, sports managers should be aware of the in and through sports perspectives that are essentially intertwined with each other. Especially from a value-creation point of view, it is often sports managers who play a major role in the interaction between sport and business. However, both sports managers and business managers should pay attention to the different sources of values as well as the co-creative and interactive nature of value creation in the context of sports. Accordingly, the economic value (sources of sales and profit) and functional value (sources of organisational effectiveness) are often dependent on the emotional, symbolic, and social values that different actors form in the interface between sport and business. Thus, in accordance with S-D logic, the different actors participating in sports are both value creators and value beneficiaries who together determine how value manifests itself in the complex context of sports.

This should be carefully considered in the management of business processes. The planning and implementation of business practices, both in and through sport perspectives, requires special skills and knowledge on the part of company
and sports managers. Understanding the special features of sports, customer insight, branding, and sponsorship are all essential skills for managers in the co-creative nature of value creation in the context of sports. According to Smith and Steward [25], management strategies that give no recognition to their special features will fail to deliver optimal outcomes.

5.3. Research Limitations and Avenues for Further Research

As with any study, there are some limitations that should be taken into consideration. In a literature review, there is always the challenge of research objectivity. To overcome this, a careful execution plan was carried out before the project started. Our review was limited to chosen databases and their publications. More research in value creation in sports management could be found in other research articles that were out of the scope of our research method. The literature review is exploratory and requires an empirical study to verify the relationships and interactions in value creation.

The articles under review for this study consist of publications in both management/marketing journals and sports journals. In this study, both disciplines are seen as equally important and informative for our question. However, management and marketing scholars presumably see the potential of the value creation in the nexus between business and sport through a different lens than sports scholars. Sport researchers might have a motive to promote their lessons, whereas management researchers may adopt a more critical stance towards brand creation, CSR, leadership, or strategic management lessons from sport. In future, it would be valuable to recognise which elements in sport are seen as contributory factors to management/marketing theory by sports scholars, and especially the extent to which they equate with the elements that management/marketing scholars value, and are therefore using in their own publications.

Our review of the existing research on value in sports management suggests a number of research ideas that could be pursued in future research. Firstly, there is a proliferation of literature on the topic of value creation in management. However, the concept of value in sports management has not been acknowledged this profoundly before. Thus, more research about the interaction between business and sport in value creation is called for in general. Secondly, future research could examine the potential of sport’s value creation from the perspective of business managers. This direction of research would proffer new insights into the process of how business managers can enhance their value creation strategies. Thirdly, in this literature review we found that the concept of value rarely develops out of nowhere. Often the value was created in a process, where emotional or symbolical value was transferred into economic and functional value. An interesting line of research would be to investigate the antecedents and outcomes of this value transformation empirically.
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